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Budding Entrepreneurs of Honors Incubator Break the Fursuit Industry
As a result of the growing
popularity of Mr. Navickas’ Honors Incubator class at DHS, students have
invented many different unique products and marketing strategies. One
group of students in particular began
to gain a lot of traction online for
their creative designs and marketing.
However, Mr. Navickas was reported
to have said that he wasn’t too happy as their product was, in his words,
“Almost too realistic.”
The aforementioned students designed a diverse line of products in
the fursuit industry. These students—
whose business operated under the
name of “Amazon RainFurrest”—got
lots of attention on their main marketplace, the subreddit r/furry_irl,
for showing high amounts of resemblance to real animals. In a column
about Amazon Rain-Furrest, Reddit
user u/furdaddy2005 said, “I love how
realistic the color palette is, these
fursuits have really got my tail sticking up!” Due to their popularity online
and great marketing, Amazon RainFurrest fursuits will be on display and

up for sale this coming December in
Rosemont, IL at the Midwest FurFest.
In fact, in a shocking poll from an AP
Statistics class reported the percentage of DHS students who identify as
furry or furligned has increased to a
whopping 5%. AP Statistics teacher
Mrs. Bassler said, “We haven't seen
furry growth like this since the ‘Great
Conversion’ of ‘14.”
Although the fursuits have had tons
of success online, some questions
have been raised by those unfamiliar
with the furry community regarding
their validity. A well-meaning reporter for TheFlipside asked one of Amazon RainFurrest’s customers at DHS if
they liked pretending to have an alternate persona while in the fursuit, and
he got a very sharply raised eyebrow.
They told him, “My fursona isn't any
make-believe, this is who I am.” The
student explained that they face discrimination regularly at school. “They
wouldn’t even let me near the therapy dogs last week on account of them
getting ‘too excited,’” they barked,
“It’s not my fault that I’m hot!” Mr.
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Investigation of Student Council Yields SHOCKING Results

International
Gamer Council (IGC) Passes
"Nighttime Savings" Resolution.

Pg. thelegend27

Flipside Staff
Member Assaulted By Will Smith
For Joking About
His Wife. Pg. 19

By this point, I’m pretty sure everyone north of Chicago
knows that District 113 is on the economic naughty list with its “structural budget deficit.” The community
is very disappointed. As much as I’d
love to chalk this up to the obvious—
spectacular administrative failure—
further investigation by the Flipside
Select Committee has determined
that the real perpetrators behind
the disappearing budget is actually the DHS Student Council. GASP!
After interviewing the
alumni of the elite institution, we are
convinced the only reason someone
would willingly inject themselves into
school politics would be for the seductive snacks. As such, the student
leadership there must draw in uncorrupted blood with promises of nourishment before school starts. However, where do you think they get the
money for all their morning treats?
Our investigation—digging through
the garbage bins that they fill with
their delicious little bribes—reveals
they've been sapping District 113’s
budget since as early as 2019. Their
seemingly emptied candy wrappers
and donut containers are, in fact,

filled with avarice and embezzlement. And to think Earthworks has to
pick up after this garbage every week!

William M. "Boss" Tweed, infamous Tammany Hall politician who
embezzled millions from New York
City, has been elected President of
Student Council.
We must demand serious
restructurings of this corrupted institution to ensure this kind of budget mismanagement never happens
again. Just last month, the Council
voted to cut our budget, mumbling

something about “unethical reporting” and whatnot. Why? Because
our illegal wire tap was inches away
from discovering their money laundering operation. We would like to
remind them that the only “unethical” thing in our school has been
their purchase of a “wicked party
yacht” with the district’s generous
funding—and your taxpayer dollars!
Here at the Flipside, we
are committed to giving an unbiased student perspective on the
situations around our community,
and part of that duty includes calling out corruption when it happens.
Every moment we hesitate to act,
Mr. Comerford is closer to being
usurped by some self-serving parvenus. We promise the Flipside harbors
no ill-intentions towards the individual members of Student Council,
we just simply disagree with their
overpriced “crowdfunding” efforts.
That said, we might be persuaded
to overlook all of this if, hmm…a
seat on the Council were offered?

-Yaokai Yang
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Alternate Universe Update: Today is April Sincerity Day. Every other day of the year, pranks and lies
are fair game, and society has crumbled as it is impossible to trust anyone. Brave leaders emerge from
the alleyways of America's decaying cities, scrambling to find a way to renew civilization in 24 hours.

This Week's Number
4/1
It's Here!

Rebuses!!!

The closest thing to a pun that you'll ever find in our paper.

Chirps
We chirp anyone who
gets asked out on April
Fools' Day.
We chirp the School
Day SAT for being
totally obsolete.
Out-of-Context
Quote of the Week
"Size does matter."
- Yikes, I don't even
wanna say...

YOUR DAD HERE!

Top 5 EPIC!!! April Fools' Pranks

This Week's Dad
Name:
Brian Stutland
Date of Birth:
7/22/75
Occupation:
C.T.O. at Equity Armor Investments
Child at DHS:
Zach Stutland
Favorite Artist:
The Notorious B.I.G.
Hobbies:
"Arguing with rival
DYBA dads."

The Infographic

5. Max your Mom's credit card!
Money doesn't count today, right?
4. Break up with your boyfriend!
LOL!!! He's gonna be so surprised!!!
3. Say something really offensive!
You can always just take it back.
2. Tell your boyfriend "I love you!"
Ooh, I wonder what he'll think!
If you would like your own father
to be featured in The Flipside,
email Noah Meyerhoff at
noah.meyerhoff@gmail.com
for more information.
First come, first serve.

Hi, everyone.This is going be our last issue
of The Flipside this year. We don't have the
budget. I really don't know if we can bring it
back next year. I know this looks like a joke
but we're being serious, thanks for the laughs.

